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Introduction 

In Ret. С13 we described the results o-f the experiments that 
checked the existence ot cold nuclear -fusion discovered in Rets.C2,33 
For this purpose не carried out electrolysis ot heavy water D О and 
ot mixture D^O + H^O (1:1) with a Pd-cathode, and saturation at Pd 
with gaseous deuterium. The nuclear -fusion processes were to be iden
tified by registration ot neutrons, gamma-quanta and KX-radi ation ot 
palladium due to cnarged products ot the reactions 

3 d + d —» He + n + 3.27 heV, (1> 
d + d ^ t + p + 4.03 MeV, (2) 
о -* d —» H e + 1 f + 5.5 MeV. <3) 

iJur results do not prove the data от" Rets. C2,3D and indicate 
that it cold nuclear -fusion really occurs under the conditions exis
ted during the investigations, its probability is extremely small. 

Rets.[2,31 also spoke about titanium as an alternative material 
where cold nuclear -fusion could occur. We have carried out a round 
ot experiments on electrolysis ot heavy water with a titanium ca
thode and on saturation at titanium with gaseous deutenu*. 

Experi mental procedure 

The heavy water (99.80"/. D^O) electrolysis experiment was carried 
out with the cylznoer-shaped electrolyser (Fig.l). The cathode was a 
cylinder o-f chemically pure (99.8"Л) compacted titanium 5 mm in diame
ter and 40 mm long. Around the cathode there was a platinum net anode. 
The working volume at the electrolyte was 160 cm . The electrolyser 
and boron-containing detectors ot thermal neutrons 5NM-14 were placed 
in a polyethylene retarder. To reduce the external neutron background, 
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the whole installation was surroun
ded with borated polyethylene isee 
ret.CI 3 ). During Measurements the 
neutron Background level varied -from 
2 to 5 pulses per nour. The neutron 
detection etticiency was experimental
ly determined with reference Pu-Бе and 
252 

Cf sources put in turn the place 

of the titanium sample to be investi
gated; 11 was 3 'ДО pulses/neutron. 
The measurements were carried out at 
сurrent densltxes varyi ng f rom t to 
125 «A/cm . To increase the caauctance, 

soda iNa^CO,» was added to D_0 in uon-
' 3 - з ^ - i 

centrations trom 5» 10 M to 1.9-1Й II. 

Cathode<-> 
Outlet tor 

Fig 1 Eiectroluzer. 
The analysis of the experimental data showed that the inten

sity of the hypothetical neutron source at the 95% confidence level 
is less than __, , 

Q .̂ 2*1в n/s его Ti . 
n 

Following this value, one can estimate the d-d fusion reaction rate 
per deuteron: 

-2b -1 A < 4-1И s t 

Comparison between the results of the previous CI] and the pre
sent work shows that the limiting values obtained for Pd and Ti do 
not differ from each other and are almost completely determined by 
the level and fluctuations of the neutron background. 

The experiments on titanium saturation with gaseous deuterium 
were stimulated by the report made by Prof. C.Guaraldo tlFNF, Fra-
scati, Italy) at a scientific seminar in the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINfi, and by the articles in Italian newspapers describing 
the results of investigation of cola nuclear fusion by a team of 
physicists in Frascati. 

The main idea of the above report was as follows. 
1. If deuterium-saturated titanium is cooled to 77 к at the 

constant gaseous deuterium pressure of 40 atm, detectors will show 
that neutrons appear. In 5в hours the effect of the neutron counting 
rate excess aver the background level practically disappears. 
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1. It the ti tani um temperature 1 s rai sect trom 77 К to 303 К 
ip = 40 atm; the ettect disappears. 

5. It the temperature is raiseo trom 77 К to 300 К w m 1 e the 
deuterium pressure is decreased trom 40 atm to I atm, a sharp incre
ase in the neutron counting rate was observed. 

hiq. 2. presents our experimental lay-out, and Fig. 3 scnemati-

D. trom nign pressure 
vessel 

•l~l 
i i n 
• I 1 

Liquid 
nitrogen 

•l=II=It=3n 

к и 
rai n i 1 

Fcetarder (polyethyJ e n e ) !̂i:IP̂ijjTjrj; 

n r - 1 
mi 1 

External neutron shielding ^borated polyethylene) 

Fiq.2- Experimental set-up 
(1,2 - neutron detectors SNM-14 J -

cally shows how gaseous deuterium was p u n tied and supplied to a 
vessel with titanium chips or tablets 5 mm in aiameter and 1 mm 
thic(<; made by sintering the titanium locide powder in vaquum at 
800. . . 900 u. uwi ng to hi gn porosi ty (30. . . 50'/. > the real surt ace 
o+ this gas absorber Is hundreds o+ times 1arge than the geometn с 
one, which greatly a+tects kinematics a-t gas absorption. The mass 
of the titanium chips, lit-e the mass o+" the tablets, was 70 g. The 
titanium underwent a vaquum-thermal traininq in a special vessel 
beforehand. The end marl* ot the training was the residual gas pres
sure which did not exceed 5 • 10 mbar at 750 С with evacuation cut. 
of t. Then the vessel was cooled to the 1iquid nitrogen temperature 
\7 7 H f and deuterium, p u n tied by means ot zeolltiс absorbers (the 
total admixture content was * 2*1& ppm>, was supplied up to the 
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F i g . 3 . T i tan ium s a t u r a t i on wi t l" deuter ium at t ion pur "i t g . 

pressure or 50 atm. At this temperature and pressure measurements 
were cameo out tor 25 hours Doth with the titanium crups and with 
the tablets. 

The data obtained in the exposures with titanium saturated with 
deuterium at T = 77 К and with titanium without deuterium show that 
there is no ditterence between the results of these experiments 
within the measurement errors. In the experiments with titanium 
neated trom 77 К to 300 к at the constant deuterium pressure 50 atm 
neutrons were not tound as well. 

In the next experiment the vessel was rilled with deuterium at 
tne pressure of 50 atm and temperature T = 77 К, and an hour later 
fcne pressure was released to 1 atm, the temperature was being slowly 
raised to 300 И for 8 hours. The analysis of the experimental data 
aiso indicates that the neutron count does not exceed the Background 
level within the exoerimentai errors. 

Finally, an experiment at the pressure up to Л00 atm was car
ried out. A special 100 mm high vessel of heat-resistant alloy with 
the internal diameter of 70 mm and wall 10 mm thick was used. 70 D 
of titarn urn tablets were Dut into the vessel, and vacuum-thermal ac
tivation was pertarmed. The vessel was cooled by lг qui a nitrogen, 
trien the titanium was being saturated with deuterium for about an 
hour at the pressure of 150 atm; the vessel was kept at 77 К for 
12 hours and then was gradually heated to 300 К (for 10 hours), the 
pressure increasing from 150 to S&fd atm. The vessel was cooled by 
liquid nitrogen again and after the pressure release it was heated 
tor 10 hours to 300 К (the pressure was 1 atm). 
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Table 1 
Mass 
of Ti 
( 9 ) 

Tempera
ture 
( К ) 

Pressure 

< atm > 

Counting rate 
(10 puis./mint 

Neutron 
yield 
Q * n 

3 <n/s cm Ti ) 

d-d 
-fusion 
rate (1) 
X* <l/s» 

Mass 
of Ti 
( 9 ) 

Tempera
ture 
( К ) 

Pressure 

< atm > 
Ti + D Ti 

Neutron 
yield 
Q * n 

3 <n/s cm Ti ) 

d-d 
-fusion 
rate (1) 
X* <l/s» 

70 77 150 6.2+0.9 6.0+0.8 -3 
^ 6-10 < 6-IB 2 6 70 

77 •• 300 1S0 -» Ы30 IB.1 + 1.7 10. 0+0. S 4 1 • Ш - 2 < we 2* 

70 

77 * 300 1 3. 7+0. 5 4. 3+0. Ь $ 3-ie~ 4 3-10 ь 

(*j - The values Q and л. are given at the 957. confidence level. 

Dunnq the above procedures the neutron counting rate was con
tinuously measured, it did not differ -from the background <the re
sults obtamea are snown in Table 1> -

To obtain a more accurate upper limit -for A_, we carried out an 
experiment according to the above method with a much larger amount of 
titanium. The results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Mass 
ot Ti 
I Q J 

Tempera
ture 
( К i 

Pressure 

( atfn ) 

Counting rate 
-2 (10 pul5./min> 

Neutron 
yield 
Q * n 

3 (n/s cm Ti ) 

d-d 
fusion 
rate (1) 
A* (1/s) 

Mass 
ot Ti 
I Q J 

Tempera
ture 
( К i 

Pressure 

( atfn ) 
Ti + D Ti 

Neutron 
yield 
Q * n 

3 (n/s cm Ti ) 

d-d 
fusion 
rate (1) 
A* (1/s) 

2000 77 50 4.040.6 4.2+0.6 -4 « 1.7. 10 -27 $1.5-10 2000 

77 * ЗИ0 1 3.3±0.5 4.2+0.6 <£ B-10~ -28 $ 7-10 
i#) - The values Q and >_ are given at the 957. confidence level. 

Discussion ot results 

Taking into consideration the results obtained in this paper 
and in C13, one can draw the following conclusion: it cold nuclear 
tusion really occurs, its probability in Pd and Ti under the above 
conditions is extremely small. Thus, it is practicallu impossible to 
observe this phenomenon in the laboratories with an ordinary backgro
und 1evei. 

It is quite possible that the effects observed in Refs.r.2,33 
and ascribed to cold nuclear d-d fusion have another origin. It is 
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known, tor example, that during sorption-desorption of hydrogen Dy 
palladium, titanium and mtermetallie compounds their lattice unaer-
goes changes accompanied by cracks (Fig. 4). The following results 
are possible: total cracking when the snape is lost and a finely oi-
vided phase is produced tFig. 4a;; partial cracking (2...3 cracks/ 
with the snape remained or development of the single crack (Fig. 4b;; 
absence of destruction signs on the surface of the sample tFig. 4 c . 

In view of what was said above, one may put forward a nypotnesis 
of the mechanism of allegedly observed neutron production in tne nuc-
1 ear d-d fusion reaction. Fusion neutrons can be due to the fact that 
strong electric fielas may occur in the developing cracks, £4,51 wnere 
deuterons are accelerated to the energIes suff 1 сient tor trie d-n 
-rusion reaction to run СЫ. To test this nypotnesis, one must e:<pen -
mentally investigate tne time correlation of сг-лак development and 
neutron appearance. 

The acoustic emission method <AE> provides a real possibi1Ity 01 
reliably tixing the moment of cracking of metal hydride samples 173. 
Kig.5 presents histograms for variation of AE parameters IN - number 
of detected АЁ events; A - signal amplitudes; typical for the cases 
shown above (Fig.4*. It should be mentioned that hign-amplItude sig
nals, appearing after the beginning of sample saturation with hydro
gen, corresponds to development of macrocracks in the sample. Con
sequently, using coincedence of sigrals from acoustic emission 
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transducers and tram neutron detectors, one can unamDiguousiy experi-
mentally test the above hupothesis ot the d-o fusion mechanism. These 
experiments should, of course, De performed in special laboratories 
with a low level of neutron background. 

/TV/ С*,*;-- А л *:. A J' ,, Л\ '^'h^\ ч,.,у ,V-^1 ' -'+\Ъ*^*ЛЛлЛ «*-. 

luJUlLttLi ,.L.LL-
Fio.5a Fig.5b Fig.5c 

Time distribution ot A£ parameters 
i N - number от events: н - signal amplitude ». 

According to the above hypothesis, the intensity ot the hypothe
tical neutron source must quantitatively be m great dependence upon 
the technique of the sample saturation with deuterium as well as upon 
many other experimental conditions. 5o the results obtained in diffe
rent laboratories of the world wi11 not seem surprising ana contro
versial . 

Finally, the authors express their gratitude to Prof. Ts.Vylov, 
Director of the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, tor the support and 
constant interest in the work, to V.B.Belyaev, B-B.Neganov, H.N.Pere-
vezentsev and L.A.Rivkis for useful discussions. 
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Бруданин В.Б. и др. Д15-89-34 7 
Еще раз о холодном ядерном синтезе 

Приведены результаты экспериментов но поиску холодно
го ядерного d-d синтеза в химически чистом титане - как 
в случае электролиза тяжелой воды ОгО, так и при насыще
нии его газообразным дейтерием. Насыщение титана произ
водилось при температуре 77 К и давлении 50 и 150 ат . 
Выполнена серия измерений с вариацией температуры от 
77 К до 300 К и давления от 1 до 600 ат. Получены гра
ничные значения /на 952 уровне достоверности/ парциаль-

| ной скорости ядерной реакции d-d синтеза с образованием 
| нейтронов в расчете на один дейтрон: \f 4. 4 - Ю - 2 5 с - 1 

/опыт с электролизом/, к? < 7 - Ю - 2 8 с - 1 /опыт с газооб-
J разным дейтерием/. 
I 
] Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 
! 
i 
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Brudanin V.B. et al. D15-89-347 
Once More about Cold Nuclear Fusion 

The results of the experiments on the search for 
cold nuclear d-d fusion in chemically pure titanium are 
given both for electrolysis of heavy water D2O and for 
titanium saturation with gaseous deuterium. The satura
tion took place at the temperature of 77 К and pressure 
of 50 and 150 atm. A round of experiments with tempera
ture varying from 1 to 600 atm was carried out. The li
miting values of the partial rate of the nuclear reac
tion of d-d fusion with neutron production were obtai
ned per deuteron (at the 95У„ confidence level): Xf Й 
i 4 Ч 0 - 2 5 s - 1 (experiment with electrolysis), \f ь 
:s 7 - Ю - 2 8 s - 1 (experiment with gaseous deuterium). I 

The investigation has been performed at the Labora- | 
tory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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